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they are responsible for acts which they commit or sanction in their
individual capacity. In jearly times liability was confined to officers
of low status. Impeachment was used against the holders of the great
State offices, though for a while under the Tudors it fell into disuse, as
responsibility was regarded as being solely to the King and not to the
law. By the end of the seventeenth century it was firmly established
that no official, high or low, could plead the orders of the Sovereign
when charged with a breach of the law. The rule of responsibility.to
tfie law has not been successfully challenged since the Act of Settlement
provided that a royal pardon could not be pleaded in bar of an im-
peachment i.e. to prevent a person being brought to trial by this
procedure. The Sovereign can do no wrong, but those who commit
wrongs in the course of executing the Sovereign's business are
personally liable and since 1948 can make the Crown, which is
represented for this purpose by a Minister, responsible in law for
illegal acts or omissions.
To return to the conventional meaning of ministerial responsi- Develop-
bility, it is not the fear of legal liability, but the desire to operate the S6*** of
machinery of government on constitutional lines which influences Responsi-
Ministers in their conduct of affairs and their relationship with Par-
liament. Accordingly there has been evolved since 1688 the rule of
collective responsibility which rests upon convention alone.•During
the greater part of the eighteenth century the Cabinet was still a body
of holders of high office whose relationship with one another was ill j
defined, and thus the body as a whole was not responsible to Parfia-j
no^tJ^^Obve?nment was the King's Government in fact as well
as in name, and the King acted on the advice of individual Ministers.
The advice tendered by a Minister might, or might not, agree with
that acceptable to his nominal colleagues, some of whom were seldom,
if ever, consulted by their Sovereign. Apart from the relatively
homogeneous Ministries under Walpole's pre-eijuaent leadership
Cabinets were formed of different groups with many different aims;
this made collective responsibility impracticable. Moreover, the King
sometimes consulted those who were out of office without the prior
approval of his Ministers. Eventually the Representation of the
People Act, 1832 (the great Reform Bill), brought realisation that for
the future the Executive must hold the same political views as the
majority in Parliament. The support of Parliament could no longer
be secured by the expedients of sinecure offices, pensions, the gift of
seats in rotten boroughs, and such-like devices which had not
shocked eighteenth-century political morality. CThe Cabinet, all its
members united by party ties, became the d^^tejiak.between the
King and Parliament and so acquired the whole control over the
directio^ of public affairs) Thus collective responsibility developed
later than the political responsibility of individual Ministers. Just as

